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Best Certified Puppy & Dog Training Los Angeles




See how we can train and care for your dog











Get Started Now →
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As Featured In
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Russell is a gifted trainer. Thank you for your dedication and compassion for training and helping homeless dogs.

Dr. Jane Goodall
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See what our happy pet parents are saying about us!




Below are just a few of the reviews we receive weekly.











Russell is not only one of my dearest friends, but the guru of dog training, behavior and all things dog!


Steve Guttenberg







Thank you so much for your dog training and behavior services. We really appreciate your generous dog training donation to our event and foundation.


Dwyane Wade & Gabrielle Union






 








Thank you for all of your help and the best dog training…Brilliant! Love and Light

Naomi Campbell & Vladislav Doronin







You are so impressive; I cannot believe how much you know about dogs and how fast the dogs are learning. Thank you for training our dogs and helping us!


The Bee Gees, Barry Gibb & family












READ MORE TESTIMONIALS →





















Pet Services




Your dog deserves the best dog training Los Angeles offers.









Work With Us
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Dog Boot Camp




If your dog needs extra training & behavior work our one-on-one premier dog Board & Train in Los Angeles is a first-class comprehensive training & behavioral analysis program where your dog’s psychological & emotional state, behavior, & training are diagnosed & treated. Our boarding & training is safe, effective & trusted.




Read More →
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Dog Training




Whether it’s been a long time since you’ve had a dog, you’re a first-time parent, or your dog is uncontrollable and has serious behavioral problems if you are looking for dog training in Los Angeles California, or Greater Los Angeles, we can help.




Read More →
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Puppy Training




Whether the issue is that your puppy is too energetic or just plain difficult, the puppy training experts at Fun Paw Care can help stop your puppy’s bad habits and form great ones. Some of the many areas we work on are aggression, biting, chewing, barking, leash training, socializing, and house training.




Read More →
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Puppy Boot Camp




If you don’t have the time, skill, or expertise to train your puppy send your puppy to the best puppy boot camp Los Angles has to offer. Puppy boarding and training is safe, effective, trusted, and exclusive. Puppy boarding and training is private, one-on-one positive reinforcement Boot Camp on our 5-acre fully fenced-in ranch optimized and customized for your puppy.




Read More →
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Dog Boarding




Leave your dog in the hands of a Certified expert Behaviorist and Dog Trainer who will care for your dog as their own and provide holistic, integrative, and optimal personal care and attention while you’re away. We offer the most sophisticated and comprehensive private luxury dog boarding in Los Angeles California.




Read More →
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Membership




Become a member of our premier Los Angeles dog training, luxury dog boarding, dog daycare, dog nutrition, and pet care members-only club to receive optimal and comprehensive care to support the health and development of your pet throughout all life stages.




Read More →


















About Us




The best expert Certified Private Puppy & Dog Training near me.




You can love and accept your dog AND still want to strengthen your bond with him or her. We believe that’s noble. We also know it can be done, and we know the best way and exactly how to train a dog.
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The Fun Paw Care Dog Training Philosophy




We are Certified Experts in all dog behavior and specialize in dog training and behavior problems such as Dog Aggression, Separation Anxiety, Potty Training, Puppy Biting, and Dog Barking.




Fun Paw Care’s experience, expertise, scientific knowledge, and plain old love of dogs can bring out your dog’s best. Your newfound understanding of and relationship with your dog can bring out your best, too.




Read More →













Free Pet Resources




Learn from Certified Dog Behaviorist, Trainer, and Nutritionist Russell Hartstein about puppy and dog behavior problems such as puppy biting, potty training, dog obedience training, dog aggression, socialization, enrichment, husbandry, and all dog behavior and developmental puppy issues.
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Pet Blog




Stay up to date with dog training, behavior, nutrition, and all things dogs-related with our Certified Behaviorist, Training, and Nutritionist expert pet blog. Sign up to get updates when we publish a new blog post today! Newest blog post: Psychiatric Service Dog Training




Read More →
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Dog Behavior




Whether it’s been a long time since you’ve had a dog, you’re a first-time parent, or your dog is uncontrollable and has serious behavioral problems if you are looking for dog training in Los Angeles California, or Greater Los Angeles, we can help.




Read More →
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Dog Breeds




Dog breed plays an integral part in understanding your dog’s training and learning. Learn more about dog breeds and how your puppy’s breed and genetics affect your dog’s behavior, temperament, personality, energy levels, and enrichment needs.




Read More →




















Let’s work together




If you torture yourself to find the best, contact us now for elite pet care and the best dog training Los Angeles parents deserve!





Contact Us Today










 





















Testimonials

Home
Dr. Jane Goodall
Russell is a gifted trainer. Thank you for your dedication and compassion for training and helping homeless dogs.





TED Talks Founders, Vanessa Wurman, & family
…Russell is sweet and very effective when handling my very different dogs and I have seen amazing dog training and behavior results since their introduction. If you are looking for someone who has the utmost respect for your animal, is prompt and courteous, and values education and safety above all else, Fun Paw Care is the last place you need to look.





Steve Guttenberg
Russell is not only one of my dearest friends, but the guru of dog training, behavior and all things dog!





Alan Faena & Ximena Caminos
Thank you so much Russell for your help and dog magic!

With gratitude





Naomi Campbell & Vladislav Doronin
Thank you for all of your help and the best dog training…Brilliant! Love and Light





Dwyane Wade & Gabrielle Union
Thank you so much for your dog training and behavior services. We really appreciate your generous dog training donation to our event and foundation.





The Bee Gees, Barry Gibb & family
You are so impressive; I cannot believe how much you know about dogs and how fast the dogs are learning. Thank you for training our dogs and helping us!





Dr. Mike Tenzer, VCA Animal Hospital
I’ve not seen a trainer with his level of experience and ability in my almost 20 years of practice in South Florida. For the people and pets that make up the VCA Animal Hospital family, there’s no one we trust more with dog training, care and behavior issues than Russell and Fun Paw Care…





Dr. Lori Walter
As a veterinarian I have known Russell for some years… His dedication, professionalism, depth of knowledge and passion for animals are evident…The techniques he utilizes and teaches are clear and effective… I am over the moon to have his help and will not hesitate to recommend Fun Paw Care to all my clients, family and friends.





Gabrielle Anwar & Shareef Malnik
Wow, Russell is proof that you don’t need to have a heavy hand for dogs to learn quickly. You’re amazing, we’re converted! Thank you so much, for your help.





Dr. Carol K. & Lulabelle
What an amazing change you have made in our lives and the lives of our little Pekinese, Lulabelle!! We had many trainers over the last 3 years before meeting you. We consider it a miracle that we met you…
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Footer
Contact Info

Fun Paw Care

3079 Patricia Ave

Los Angeles, CA 90064

phone: (424) 341-0166

email: la@funpawcare.com



Stay Connected

	






	

	

	


	

Newsletter

Sign up to receive email updates and to hear what's going on with our company!
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We work with dogs (and parents) in Malibu, Beverly Hills, Brentwood, Pacific Palisades, Downtown Los Angeles, Santa Monica, Venice, Manhattan Beach, Marina Del Rey, Calabasas, Burbank, Glendale, Pasadena, Hollywood, South Bay, Irvine, Sherman Oaks, Encino and elsewhere in Greater Los Angeles. Copyright © 2024 Fun Paw Care All rights reserved. Advertising Policy. Privacy Policy.

We use cookies on our website to give you the most relevant experience by remembering your preferences and repeat visits. By clicking “Accept”, you consent to the use of ALL the cookies. Do not sell my personal information.
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